Can nonadditive dispersion forces explain chain formation of nanoparticles?
We study to what extent dielectric nanoparticles prefer to self-assemble into linear chains or into more compact structures. To calculate the Van der Waals (VdW) attraction between the clusters we use the Coupled Dipole Method (CDM), which treats each atom in the nanoparticle as an inducible oscillating point dipole. The VdW attraction then results from the full many-body interactions between the dipoles. For non-capped nanoparticles, we calculate in which configuration the VdW attraction is maximal. We find that in virtually all cases we studied, many-body effects only result in local potential minima at the linear configuration, as opposed to global ones, and that these metastable minima are in most cases rather shallow compared to the thermal energy. In this work, we also compare the CDM results with those from Hamaker-de Boer and Axilrod-Teller theory to investigate the influence of the many-body effects and the accuracy of these two approximate methods.